Thank you

FOR YOUR COMMITMENT
AND LOYALTY TO THE

College of Engineering
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA

CONTACT INFORMATION:
330 WEIL HALL
P.O. BOX 116575
GAINESVILLE, FL 32611
352-392-6795

www.eng.ufl.edu/alumni-friends/giving/online
Your annual gift...

**LEVELS**

- $25,000 and above  Luminaries
- $10,000 - 24,999  Visionaries
- $5,000 - 9,999  Innovators
- $2,500 - 4,999  Creators
- $1,000 - 2,499  Pioneers

*You can pledge an amount for 3 or 5 years and receive membership status at total gift level (i.e. $1,000 for 5 years = "Innovators" membership).

**BENEFITS**

- Satisfaction that your tax-deductible gift directly impacts students and faculty – resources are used to fund scholarships, purchase equipment and provide experiential learning and travel opportunities
- Invitation to Executive Leadership Briefings for Dean’s Leadership Circle members only
- Early notification of Engineering events – including receptions, reunions, lectures and seminars
- Invitation to Annual Dean’s Leadership Circle event
- Recognition through online Dean’s Leadership Circle Honor Roll
With engineering being the driving force behind advancement in areas such as the economy, health care, security and sustainability, it is critical to rethink what it means to be an engineer. While there has been strength in the engineering discipline for hundreds of years, the global complexity of the problems we face is placing new demands on how we work. This mindset has helped Dean Abernathy formulate the strategic plan for the College, which places leadership and innovation as foundational elements to Gator Engineering.

“The best engineers reach beyond traditional boundaries because they understand that silos are a death sentence to creativity. Gator Engineering is doing what few engineering colleges can—transforming our culture to nurture leadership, innovation and inclusion, and ultimately teach young people how to turn intelligent ideas into technologies that transform lives.”

—Dean Cammy Abernathy

A commitment to one of our institutes, departments or programs—through the Dean’s Leadership Circle—will support curriculum development, enhanced educational environments and experiential learning. Your gift ensures that the tradition of excellence known to all Gator Engineers continues, as we prepare the leaders and innovators of tomorrow.
The University of Florida Engineering Leadership Institute (ELI) focuses on creating leaders for a highly technical and globally competitive world. For the United States to continue to lead in engineering and innovation, engineers must take their rightful role in becoming leaders in all aspects of society – in industry, education, government and the military. Furthermore, engineering leaders need to be versed in ethics, diversity, inclusion and communications, all of which are essential elements of the Institute’s curriculum. Through ELI, the University of Florida aims to be at the forefront of a national movement transforming the way in which engineers impact society through their leadership.


www.eng.ufl.edu/leadership
The recent formation of the UF Engineering Innovation Institute demonstrates Gator Engineering’s dedication to creating a climate and culture of innovation among all faculty, students and staff of the College of Engineering.

Innovation plays a critical role in the economic development of the nation and in particular, the state of Florida. The College’s interdisciplinary research institutes combined with our broad spectrum of departments and schools, provides a unique platform upon which Creativity, Design and Entrepreneurship education will produce our next generation of innovative leaders—whether they work in the private, academic, public service, non-profit or government/military sectors. The research and experience afforded within the Engineering Innovation Institute yields the creation of ventures and organizations which directly impact the local community, fellow Floridians and the globe.

www.eng.ufl.edu/innovation
PLEASE ACCEPT MY GIFT IN THE AMOUNT OF:
☐ $1,000  ☐ $2,500  ☐ $5,000  ☐ Other $__________________

Pledge $___________ for ____ years. Total gift $____________________

Multiply your gift by having your company match your contribution!

DESIGNATE MY GIFT TO:
☐ Engineering Development Fund (college unrestricted fund - 000661)
☐ Dean’s Excellence Fund (advance college endowment - 016191)
☐ Student Life Fund (017543)
☐ Other ________________________________________________

☐ I would like to make a gift of gratitude in honor of a friend, family
member, faculty person or colleague who has inspired me.
If checked, please fill out the space on the section on the back of this card.

CONTACT INFORMATION

Name __________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________

City ______________________State_________ZIP____________

Telephone ______________________________________________

Email __________________________________________________

☐ I would like my gift to remain anonymous

PAYMENT

Enclosed is my check payable to the University of Florida Foundation, Inc.

Please send me a pledge reminder:
☐ Annually ☐ Quarterly ☐ Monthly ☐ No reminder needed

I/we will begin pledge payments in _____(month), _____(year).

Please charge my gift to:
☐ MasterCard  ☐ Visa  ☐ American Express  ☐ Discover

Card Number: ____________________________________________

Expiration Date________/________ (MM/YY)

Name as it appears on card: __________________________________

Signature: ________________________________________________

☐ If credit card billing address is different than the contact information above, please check here and complete the form on the back.

☐ I would like more information about ways I can support the College of Engineering through my will or estate plan.
CREDIT CARD BILLING INFORMATION

Name as listed on card ________________________________________

Address ____________________________________________________

City _____________________State_________ZIP _________________

GIFTS OF GRATITUDE

Please note the name of the person who most inspired you, how you
know them and why they were an inspiration.

Thank you!

Please return card to address below:

Attn: Gifts Processing Department
University of Florida Foundation, Inc.
P.O. Box 14425
Gainesville, FL  32604-9981
1-877-351-2377
www.eng.ufl.edu/alumni-friends/giving/online